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ABSTRACT

The U. S. Army is developing an aerial cable range for testing missile weapon
system components and other DOD material. The main component of the aerial
cable range will be a three-mile-long Kevlar cable, fully suspended between two
mountains, with an elevation difference of 2450 feet. Test vehicles (targets, test
platforms, and retrieval trolleys) will travel along the cable at different speeds and
different altitudes that conform to different test requirements. The main electronic
support system for the aerial cable range will be the Ground Command and
Control System (GCCS).

The GCCS is being designed to control targets, retrieval trolleys, test fixtures, and
test platforms on the aerial cable range. The GCCS will control up to four vehicles
on the aerial cable at the same time. In the long term, the goal is to control test
vehicles of 20,000 pounds in weight and 550 knots/hour in speed. The initial
capability will control targets and test platforms of 10,000 pounds, at speeds of up
to 250 knots/hour.

The GCCS will consist of:

C Telemetry links to communicate to and from various vehicles

C A position measuring system to determine the position of the vehicle on the
aerial cable

C A control system to generate all commands necessary to activate events in
the airborne vehicles

C An operator console



The control room will have the capability to display the vehicle parameters,
meteorological data, lightning prediction data, video and real-time simulation.

LOCATION

The national test range opened on 9 July 1945 as White Sands Proving Ground,
and is now known as White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). WSMR is located in
south central New Mexico and is approximately 100 miles north-to-south and 40
miles east-to-west in size, at an average basin altitude of 4000 feet. El Paso,
Texas lies to the south; Las Cruces, New Mexico to the west; Alamogordo, New
Mexico to the east; and smaller communities to the north. The location of the
Aerial Cable Test Capability (ACTC) is in the Oscura mountain range in the
north-central part of the Range.

REQUIREMENT

The DOD must perform extensive testing in the development of new weapons and
other related material. The testing of weapons systems, weapons systems
components, and electronic and electro-optical countermeasures represent a
significant expense to DOD. The development of cost-effective methods of testing
these types of systems is a long-term DOD need.

All three DOD Services have ongoing development of weapons systems and
countermeasures equipment. Testing of this class of material includes a large
number of component and subsystem tests, in addition to system level tests.
Component and subsystem tests frequently require that the item be dropped from
a minimal altitude to verify function. Test data collection facilities are positioned in
fixed locations and require that test articles be dropped at a precise location in
order to acquire the needed information. The DOD facilities for conducting such
tests normally require these test articles to be dropped from an aircraft in flight.
This method is unsatisfactory, due to the time and expense needed to instrument
the aircraft, the operating cost and danger in using the aircraft, and the cost of
frequent retests required to deliver the test article at a known precise release
point.

Short-range air defense missiles are primarily tested by the three DOD Services
using remotely controlled aerial targets. The available targets include obsolete
aircraft and subscale drones. These targets are expensive to acquire and
maintain, and do not exhibit the signature of the threat targets that the missiles are
being designed to counter. Furthermore, they are expended at a high rate in the
normal course of testing.



A less expensive alternative for certain aerial testing is available through the use
of aerial cable and trolley/target systems. In this approach, a single aerial cable is
freely suspended between two mountain tops of different altitudes, and
platforms/targets travel along the cable. This test platform can accelerate by
gravity or by rocket assistance. Aerial targets are suspended from, and travel
along, the cable trolley -- or test items are dropped from a test platform. This
method of testing has proved to be far less expensive than the alternative of using
aircraft, and repeatable trajectories are inherent. Other beneficial attributes
include reusable targets and fast turnaround of tests, and a well-defined data
collection arena. Figures 1 and 2 depict the cable concept.

To satisfy the requirement for an aerial cable, WSMR was tasked to develop an
Aerial Cable Range (ACR). The ACR will sustain an aerial cable test capability
that provides low-cost testing support for:

C Air defense missile testing against surrogate targets

C Electronic countermeasures warning devices tests

C Captive flight tests

C Certification of Stores

C Weapons release and drop tests

C Submunitions tests

C Signature testing

The Instrumentation Directorate at WSMR was assigned the task of developing
and implementing the ACR in May 1989.

CABLE VEHICLES

The ACR will handle both trolleys and targets. While targets may be fired upon,
test platforms are not. At the present time, five types of cable vehicles are
envisioned for the cable:



VEHICLE SPEED

Bullseye trolleys Variable for system calibration of
tracking equipment

Retrieval trolleys Up to 7.5 knots/hour

Low-speed test platforms and targets Up to 100 knots/hour

Medium-speed test platforms and targets Up to 200 knots/hour

High-speed test platforms and targets Up to 550 knots/hour

CABLE FEATURES

The ACR consists of a 15,500 foot-long 2½-inch Kevlar, or equivalent, cable
suspended between two mountains with an adjustable “low point” cable height of
50-to-1000 feet, at midpoint, above desert floor. The cable is anchored at Jim Site
at the high end and stretches to Little Burro Mountain at the low end. The cable
drops from 8450 feet to 6000 feet, for a drop of 2450 feet. At three miles in length,
the cable will be the longest unsupported cable span in the world. Maximum
tension on the cable is not expected to exceed 140,000 pounds. The ACR is
designed to support a 20,000 pound vehicle traveling at speeds up to 550 knots
per hour.

In the circumstance that the cable should sustain a damaging hit and break during
a test, an additional length of cable, three miles in length, will be stored at the
Little Burro cable terminus. It is expected that there will be minimum down time to
restore operation. Installation of a new cable length is expected to take 7-to-10
days.

CONTROL ROOM INSTRUMENTATION

The ACR will have an Instrumentation Control Room located about one mile away
from the Little Burro end of the cable (see figure 3). The GCCS will be located in
the Instrumentation Control Room and will consist of the following instrumentation
subsystems:

C Retrieval Trolleys

C Data Collection Platforms



C Meteorological and Lightning Detection

C Video

C Test Platform Controller

The ACR will have retrieval trolleys for line inspection and positioning of the test
trolleys and test targets. The retrieval trolleys will be moved by a continuous loop
of ¾-inch wire rope in much the same manner as an old-style continuous-loop
clothesline. Winching equipment, to propel the retrieval trolleys, will be located at
the Little Burro end.

The Meteorological Data Collection Platforms (MDCP) will be located at both ends
of the cable and near the mid-point of the cable on the valley floor. The MDCP’s
will provide speed and wind direction data. Each of the retrieval trolleys will have a
meteorological instrumentation package (MIP) and radio transmitter that will
communicate with a receiver at the Little Burro end of the cable. All the MDCP’s
and MIP’s will update a real-time weather data base at a central weather station at
the southern part of the Range. This weather station will summarize MDCP and
MIP data from the ACR area, as well as other weather data from the surrounding
area, and relay the data summary back to the ACR Instrumentation Control Room
-- for display on a personal computer workstation.

The Video Subsystem consists of color video cameras for the following purposes:

LOCATION PURPOSE

Jim Site cable terminus Safety and vehicle observation

Beneath cable in valley Vehicle observation

Little Burro cable terminus Safety and vehicle observation

Control Room Flight Safety

retrieval trolleys Cable inspection and docking

The Video Subsystem will also have SVHS video recorders, video IRIG time-of-
day annotators, a video switcher, and numerous color monitors. These cameras
will be mounted on a remotely controlled pan and tilt unit so that the camera can
be pointed to any desirable direction. The video cameras will be linked through a
fiber-optic communication system to the ACR Instrumentation Control Room.



Video from the cameras on the Retrieval Trolleys will be radio-transmitted to
receivers, located near the Little Burro cable terminus, and thereafter will be
fiber-optic linked to the ACR Instrumentation Control Room. Video from various
cameras will be displayed on console-mounted color monitors in the control room.

The ACR will also have a lightning detection system that will provide indication of
area storms that would prove dangerous to ACR operations. This data will be
displayed using map type displays on personal computer platforms in the ACR
Instrumentation Control Room.

Each ACR test platform that rides on the cable will have a computer controller that
can control both discrete and proportional functions. This controller will have a
duplex radio link to the Instrumentation Control Room and will drive three
workstations. These workstations will provide a simulation platform, automatically
operate the test platform, and play back the test for analysis and observation.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING INSTRUMENTATION

It is planned that the ACR control room will be equipped with a Silicon Graphics
Iris workstation. This system will provide:

C A pretest simulation capability that will display an animation of each object
to be used in the test, moving along the planned trajectories. This feature
will aid in test planning and test-feasibility demonstration.

C A real-time animation of the test in progress where the trajectory of each
animated target is driven by real-time tracking data. This feature allows test
personnel to view the progress of tests in real time.

C Postflight three-dimensional image and data processing, to produce
estimates of the time history of the trajectory, and attitude of all of the
objects involved in the test.

The input to this system is TSPI (time & space position information) data from the
cable vehicle and vehicle threat. In addition, a high-fidelity terrain rendering of the
somewhat limited area around the ACR makes it possible to produce high-quality
images that can be accurately processed.

EXISTING INSTRUMENTATION

Existing instrumentation will consist of mobile telemetry tracking systems, mobile
optical tracking mounts, laser tracker systems and communications systems. The



optical tracking mounts will be equipped with long focal-length lenses for large
images of the cable vehicle and vehicle threat.

The optical tracking mounts will provide X, Y, and Z position data, via fiber-optic
line, to the ACR Instrumentation Control Room. This position information, along
with other position information, will be used to solve for the real-time position of
the object in question. This real-time position data will be used at the ACR
Instrumentation Control Room and transmitted back to the Range Control Center
for use in real-time displays and solutions. The Range position generating
instruments output position information at a rate of 20 data samples per second.

PROJECT STATUS

The U. S. Army Corp of Engineers has designed the roads, buildings, power lines,
cable anchors, and supports. Sandia National Laboratories is responsible for the
design of the cable, the cable erection system, the retrieval system, the cable
interface, or carriers, for targets and test platforms, and cable tension system for
the ACR. Current plans call for construction completion in late 1993, with initial
operating capability in mid-1994. Project completion is scheduled for late 1995.
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